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Jade is a first-year master’s student 
pursuing a degree in Environmental 
Science. Growing up in Springfield, 
Illinois, Jade’s interest in the natural 
world blossomed after joining an 
environmental club at Illinois Central 
College. Interning as a naturalist at 
Wildlife Prairie Park in Hanna City, IL, 
she created educational programs 
about native Illinois animals. She also 
maintained aquariums at Bass Pro Shops 
in Peoria, IL, for two years, where she 
received her scuba diving certification 
to clean the tanks! At Illinois State 
University, she combined her interest 
in environmental systems with spatial 
analysis and mapping, receiving her 
B.S. in Geography. Her undergraduate 
research projects included using 
satellite imagery analysis to quantify 
flooded acres of corn after the 2019 
midwestern floods and comparing the 
GPS accuracy of low-cost drones.

Jade’s research interests include 
environmental remote sensing, GIS, and 
landscape processes. At Iowa State, she 

uses an ISU developed tool, AIMM, that 
uses multi-year aerial imagery to detect 
and quantify streambank erosion. Using 
programming and remote sensing, she 
will work to improve and scale up the 
tool to determine a streambank erosion 
rate for all of Iowa.  

NEW FACES

Jade Allen
Environmental Science

NEW FACES

JADE
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Andrew is a new master’s student 
in the Weber Lab majoring in fisheries 
biology. Andrew grew up near 
Cheyenne, Wyoming, where he spent 
his childhood engaged in nearly 
everything outdoors, developing an 
interest in fish and all things aquatic 
at an early age. This led him to the 
University of Wyoming, where he 
graduated in 2016 with a B.S. in Wildlife 
and Fisheries Biology and Management. 
As an undergraduate, he worked as a 
technician on both fisheries and wildland 
hydrology research projects at the 
university. Following graduation, Andrew 
spent four years working seasonal 
fisheries technician jobs in Wyoming 
and Montana, where he was able to get 
experience with everything from small 
streams to big rivers, and ponds to large 
reservoirs, while working with a diverse 
array of fish species in the process.

Here at Iowa State, Andrew began 
his field season in April, joining a long-
term mark-recapture study of common 
carp and bigmouth buffalo in shallow 
natural lakes in northwestern Iowa. 

Specifically, he will be conducting 
research on optimizing population 
estimation methods, and looking into 
factors affecting commercial harvest 
success and efforts to deplete these 
species. Ultimately, Andrew is hopeful 
that this will lead to a career as a 
fisheries biologist.

NEW FACES

Andrew Annear
Fisheries Biology

NEW FACES

ANDREW
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Julia’s career highlights her passion 
for wildlife conservation. She graduated 
with a Bachelor’s in biology from 
Grinnell College in 2013. In 2015, she 
served in an AmeriCorps position 
with the Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources as the Iowa Wildlife 
Action Plan Outreach Assistant. Prior 
to that, she was a Field Technician 
for the Multiple Species Inventory 
and Monitoring Program. In her brief 
position as a Wildlife Specialist with 
the Conservation Districts of Iowa in 
2016, Julia helped private landowners 
establish wildlife habitat on their land 
through various Farm Bill programs.  
Julia also had internships in Nebraska, 
at the Crane Trust, studying behavior 
and habitat selection of sandhill and 
whooping cranes, and in Montana 
studying whirling disease and diet in 
westslope cutthroat trout.

Julia joined the department in May 
of 2016 as a research associate for 
Dr. Julie Blanchong. From 2016-2018 
she coordinated a research project 
studying habitat use of northern long-
eared and other bat species in Iowa’s 
forests. In 2019, she transitioned into 
a role with the Natural Resources 
Extension team to assist with grant 
projects and communications activities. 
In the summer of 2020 she enrolled as 
a Master’s student in the department 
under Dr. Adam Janke. Currently she 
is both a staff member and a graduate 
student in the department.

As a graduate student, Julia will be 
helping to develop and launch a new 
extension program that will seek to 
build knowledge and skills in agriculture, 
natural resource conservation, and 

social science among professionals 
who work with farmers and landowners 
in Iowa so they can better connect with 
their constituents to address challenges 
facing soil, water, and wildlife.

Julia feels very fortunate to have been 
able to gain experience studying so 
many different species and exploring 
so many different habitats from the 
forested mountain streams of the 
Blackfoot River watershed in Montana, 
to the prairies along the Platte River in 
Nebraska, and the many wildlife areas in 
Iowa that are often overlooked despite 
their natural beauty. At this point in her 
career, she is eager to combine her 
experience with wildlife and her interest 
in public outreach to help further 
conservation efforts in Iowa. She is 
excited for the unique opportunity to do 
those things in different ways through 
her job and her graduate studies in the 
department. 

NEW FACES

Julia Baker
Wildlife Ecology

NEW FACES

JULIA
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Melanie Bogert is a first year 
master’s student in the NREM 
department working with Dr. Lisa 
Schulte-Moore and Dr. John Tyndall, 
majoring in Wildlife Ecology and 
Sustainable Agriculture. Her research 
involves nutrient enhancement and 
multi-trophic interactions between soil, 
prairie plants, and pollinators.  

Melanie was born and raised in 
eastern Iowa with her sister and two 
brothers; throughout her childhood, 
she spent much of her time playing 
outside with her siblings, hunting and 
fishing with her dad, and going on 
family road trips around the country. 
Her love for the outdoors and travelling 
persisted into adulthood and lead to 
her receiving a bachelor’s degree in 
Forestry with a minor in Spanish from 
ISU in May, 2020. In her personal time, 
she loves spending time with her dogs, 
music, travelling, hiking, and drawing.

NEW FACES

Melanie Bogert
Wildlife Ecology

NEW FACES

MELANIE
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Tanner Bonham joined the NREM 
department in May 2020 as a master’s 
student in the Applied Geomorphology 
Lab where he works with Dr. Peter 
Moore and Dr. Thomas Isenhart. He 
is currently exploring the distinct 
challenges facing stream restoration 
practitioners in Midwestern settings 
while establishing reference criteria for 
degraded and functioning streams. His 
research is focused on finding creative 
ways of using hydrologic principles 
to establish a unique relationship 
between watershed characteristics 
and channel morphology. Eventually, 
his research will be used to denote 
baseline geomorphic characteristics of 
streams throughout Iowa. 

As a child, Tanner discovered a 
reverence for the environment in the 
watersheds and forests outside of 
Denver, Colorado. His passion for the 
natural world evolved at Colorado 
State University where he studied 
Natural Resources Management. 
There, he developed a special interest 
in hydrology and water quality which 
led to the pursuit of protecting 
water resources for the environment 
and the people that rely on them. 
After graduating from CSU in 2014, 
Tanner began working at the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory in Los 

Alamos, New Mexico where he 
was responsible for managing 
groundwater, surface water, and 
sediment transport monitoring 
campaigns as part of a legacy 
contaminant remediation program. 
He spear-headed a research project 
looking at groundwater-surface water 
interactions during his time in Los 
Alamos which inspired him to further 
his education in physical hydrology 
and water quality. Tanner is excited to 
build on his diverse background at ISU 
and aid in the advancement of water 
resources science.

NEW FACES

Tanner Bonham
Environmental Science

NEW FACES

TANNER
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Caitlyn Campbell joined the NREM 
department in the fall of 2020 as a 
master’s student in Wildlife Ecology. 
Originally from the southside of Chicago, 
her love for wildlife conservation and 
outreach education was cultivated 
during her undergraduate studies 
at Iowa State University, where she 
received her B.S. in Animal Ecology in 
2016. Following graduation, she fulfilled 
the education director role at TreeHouse 
Wildlife Center - a wildlife rehabilitation 
and nature center - outside of St. Louis, 
MO before moving to an education 
supervisor role at the Kansas City Zoo 
in Kansas City, MO. Caitlyn is currently 
working under Dr. Timothy Stewart and 
Dr. Michael Rentz. Shehopes to bring her 
keen interest in conservation education, 
and more specifically the crossover 
between formal and informal inclusive 
and equitable educational experiences 
for K-12 students, to her graduate 
studies. 

Caitlyn spends her free-time hiking, 
rock climbing, and horseback riding, and 
has started chipping away at her goal of 

visiting every National Park in the United 
States. Her future career objective 
involves implementing innovative and 
progressive educational and leadership 
ideals back to the nonprofit world of 
wildlife conservation and education, and 
she is excited to see how her studies 
will support this endeavor!

NEW FACES

Caitlyn Campbell
Wildlife Ecology

NEW FACES

CAITLYN
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Sarah is a new master’s student in 
Wildlife Ecology and will be working 
with Dr. Steve Dinsmore on shorebird 
nest survival. She grew up in Alaska 
and received a B.S. in biology from 
Humboldt State University in May 2019. 
During previous  summers, she has 
held technician positions working with 
salmon, waterfowl, and shorebirds 
across Alaska. On the tundra, she found 
a love for avian research and the need 
for more science based conservation. 
This has led her to Iowa State to begin 
her thesis looking at the effects of 
human disturbance on the nest survival 
of Arctic breeding shorebirds. To 
accomplish this, Sarah will be attaching 
GPS tags to four species of breeding 
shorebirds and remotely tracking their 
movements and final nest fates. Sarah is 
excited for this new journey and to see 
all that Iowa has to offer! 

NEW FACES

Sarah Hoepfner
Wildlife Ecology

NEW FACES

SARAH
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Jesse Matt is a first semester 
graduate student majoring in Forestry 
and Sustainable Agriculture, working 
under Dr. Emily Zimmerman.  He came 
straight from an undergraduate degree 
at ISU in Forestry and Global Resource 
Systems.  During undergrad, Jesse 
worked as a seasonal naturalist and 
a conservation technician  in addition 
to helping his farm adopt agroforestry 
and regenerative grazing.. Jesse’s 
research will focus on soil erosion 
and Best Management Practices for 
erosion mitigation in the US Virgin 
Islands.  Ideally, he would like to 
compare the sedimentation rates of 
indigenous agricultural mounds to native 
and nonnative vegetation strips for 
stabilizing upslope portions of unpaved 
roads. 

Outside of school, Jesse takes 
every chance to go back to his 
farm in northeast Iowa, where he is 
unsuccessfully designing a silvopasture.  
He also enjoys writing and learning new 

musical instruments. 

NEW FACES

Jesse Matt
Forestry & Sustainable 
Agriculture

NEW FACES

JESSE
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Kyle is a new master’s student in 
Dr. Weber’s lab majoring in Fisheries 
Biology. Kyle is originally from New 
Windsor, New York, where he lived his 
entire life. From a young age he had a 
strong love for aquatic animals. At 12 
years old, he began breeding freshwater 
tropical fish as a hobby, particularly 
African Cichlids, and sold them to local 
fish stores. In 2016, Kyle decided to 
follow his love of fish and attended 
SUNY Cobleskill for their Fisheries and 
Aquaculture program. 

It was there that he developed 
a strong appreciation for fisheries 
research. As an undergrad he was able 
to get a lot of field experience, including 
working as a Fisheries Technician for the 
U.S. Geological Survey for two summers. 
Kyle graduated from SUNY Cobleskill 
in May 2020 with an Associates in 
Fisheries and Wildlife Technology and a 
Bachelor’s in Fisheries and Aquaculture.

Kyle is interested in conservation and 
management of freshwater fish. His 
project will determine the proportion of 

consumed stocked age-0 Walleye, 
temporal trends in consumption and 
whether predator abundance is related 
to the proportion of age-0 Walleye 
consumed by Smallmouth Bass in Lake 
Oahe, SD. In his free time, Kyle loves to 
go fishing, explore outdoors and watch 
basketball. He is thankful and excited to 
be here and is looking forward to his first 
field season next summer!

NEW FACES

Kyle Olivencia
Fisheries Biology

NEW FACES

KYLE
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The annual NREM GSO Welcome Picnic may have looked a little different this year, 
with bring-your-own-food, masks, and 6-foot spacing, but we were still able to kick 
off a new year together!

GSO ACTIVITIESWELCOME PICNIC

GSO ACTIVITIES14



The GSO volunteers with the Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation at their Gardner 
property. 

GSO ACTIVITIESVOLUNTEER WORK

GSO ACTIVITIES15



The GSO enjoyed a socially distanced trip to a pumpkin patch at Center Grove 
Orchard!

GSO ACTIVITIESPUMPKIN PATCH

GSO ACTIVITIES16
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Imagine standing in a native prairie. 
The air is damp with morning dew, 
buzzing with native pollinators, and 
humming with grassland birdsong. 
The smells are earthy, fresh, and 
invigorating. It is hard to believe that 
what goes on underneath that prairie is 
even more busy than what is happening 
above. A whole intricate maze of roots 
are alive, helping to break up soil 
and allow for complex biophysical 
processes to occur that contribute to 
better air, water, and soil. This prairie not 
only hosts multitudes of plants, animals, 
and insects above ground, it also 
supports millions of organisms below 
ground. These two worlds together help 
create a vibrant, productive, and resilient 
ecosystem that affects downstream 

waterbodies, neighboring wildlife 
populations, local pollinators, and much 
more. 

Now think of that prairie as a corn or 
soybean field. The thrum of wildness 
has faded, and you no longer feel the 
tall grasses and forbs brushing against 
you. Unfortunately, this was the fate of 
most Iowa prairies when technological 
advancements in the mid to late 1800s 
allowed for their conversion to cropland. 
Tallgrass prairie once covered over 80% 
of Iowa, but now less than 0.1% remains. 
This transition from tallgrass prairie to the 
annual cropping matrix we have today has 
contributes to environmental impairments 
such as nutrient and sediment runoff 
to waterbodies, decreased soil health, 
decreased biodiversity and habitat loss.
 

However, homogenized annual 
cropping systems like those in Iowa 
and the Corn Belt also provide myriad 
provisioning services such as food, 
forage, fuel, and associated revenues 
that we rely on. Much of the current 
food production system is built around 
the Corn Belt’s annual crop matrix, 
and it is unlikely to change drastically 
any time soon. Over the past several 
decades however, this system has seen 
some change with initiatives such as 
the Mississippi River/Gulf of Mexico 
Hypoxia Task Force and programs like 
the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) 
that provide cost-share assistance to 
implement best management practices 
(BMPs) in and around row-cropped fields. 
A notable and familiar BMP is STRIPS 
(Science-based Trials of Rowcrops 
Integrated with Prairie Strips), which was 
designed and tested by my advisor, Dr. 
Lisa Schulte Moore, and has now been 
added to the U.S. Farm Bill. This will allow 
prairie strips to be part of cost-share 
programs so farmers who implement 
them can recoup some of their costs.

RESEARCH ARTICLES

MODELING A 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
MIDWEST
By Ellen Audia, M.S. student

Ellen standing in a planted prairie that is part of the Pigs 
and Prairie Project in Northwest Missouri (Photo by Omar 
de Kok-Mercado).

RESEARCH ARTICLES
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Accomplishments like these are a 
sign that the current food production 
system is changing, and moving in 
a direction that might support more 
sustainable, resilient, and productive 
agroecosystems. To perpetuate such 
accomplishments and build resilient 
agroecosystems that can provide the 
provisioning services and ecosystem 
services we need research that weaves 
together multiple disciplines. My work 
is embedded in this type of research as 
it ties together social, economic, and 
ecological objectives.

My research is not particularly 
exciting in that you will not find me 
out in a prairie measuring vegetation 
or monitoring grassland birds, but 
rather seated in front of my computer 

compiling and modeling geospatial data. 
My ultimate goal is to demonstrate the 
multifunctionality of targeted perennial 
BMPs (e.g. prairie strips, riparian buffers, 
etc.), and provide ways to make their 
implementation easier across large 
landscapes. 

Multifunctionality simply means 
that the BMPs have purposes (e.g. 
economic, cultural) other than protecting 
ecosystem health. While there is 
a wealth of literature showing the 
ecological benefits of using perennial 
BMPs within row-crop agriculture, 
research that demonstrates the 
multifunctionality of these BMPs is 
not yet abundant. We need ways to 
incentivize the use of perennial BMPs 
within the annual cropping matrix in 
order for them to be widely adopted 
and backed by policy. Research that 
investigates and demonstrates the 
multifunctionality of perennial BMPs is 
the first step. 

Part of my project asks if targeted 
perennial BMPs (prairie blocks and 
riparian buffers) can expand and 
contribute to other markets, such as 
bioenergy, or nutrient and carbon 
crediting while jointly enhancing 
ecosystem services (i.e. water quality, 

High diversity prairie strips planted in soybeans 
(left) and corn (right) (Photos by Omar de Kok-Mer-
cado).

A farm with prairie strips in Pottawattamie County, 
Iowa (Photo by Omar de Kok-Mercado).

RESEARCH ARTICLES

RESEARCH ARTICLES
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carbon sequestration, pollination). In 
answering this question, we are trying 
to build a case for a more perennialized 
cropping matrix by demonstrating the 
multifunctionality of such landscapes. 

Another chapter of my thesis provides 
a method for targeting BMPs in individual 
agricultural fields across the state of 
Iowa and other large landscapes. This 
aims to make the process of deciding 
where to target BMPs for conservation 
organizations easier. 

The last chapter of my thesis 
combines these ideas. By considering 
multiple functions, both ecological 
and economic, of various BMPs, I am 
conducting an optimization analysis 
within a HUC12 watershed in Iowa. The 
goal is to maximize nutrient reduction 
and wildlife biodiversity (ecological) 
within the watershed, while maintaining 
production costs and expanding the 
production value (economic) of the 
landscape. This optimization will be a 
building block for future analyses that 
wish to expand the spatial scale and 
functions of the BMPs.

Though I have always been intrigued 
by geospatial data, if someone would 
have told me I would be doing this 
research a few years ago I am not sure 
I would have been convinced. When 
I began my career in the ecological 
sciences, like many others all I wanted 
was to be outside. I suspect this is 
because I was raised in a rural town 
in Northern Michigan, where I was 
constantly surrounded by nature. 
Being outdoors was and still is my 
favorite place to be! Throughout my 
undergraduate career, I had various 
seasonal jobs that provided me with 
some field experience and fulfilled my 
desire to be outside all the time. At 

the end of each season, I would return 
home with a happy heart and a new 
group of field friends and stories. Each 
new experience left me wanting to learn 
more about the world’s ecosystems, 
human impacts on them, and what I 
could do to protect them.

Today you rarely see me in the field 
as my research is conducted solely 
from my computer. At first, I was a little 
disappointed that I wouldn’t have a 
field component in my M.S. research, 
and I even tried to incorporate one 
but quickly realized I wouldn’t have 
time. However, I know that my work 
is still vital to better understanding 
and protecting ecosystems. Even 
though I am not directly interacting 
with those ecosystems and gaining 
more field experience, I am conducting 
valuable research that is based on their 
biophysical processes.

This of course doesn’t mean you 
won’t ever find me in the field. Every 
time I do get the chance to help 
one of my lab mates with field work, 
I jump on it. Until then, you’ll find 
me exploring how to create more 
resilient, sustainable, and productive 

Ellen in the field measuring vegetation and taking 
a break from computer work (Photo by Omar de 
Kok-Mercado).

RESEARCH ARTICLES
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It’s February in Iowa. A brisk northwest 
wind blows dusty snow across highway 
69. I white-knuckle the steering wheel 
past a few deserted cars, lonely 
bounties of last night’s storm. Visibility 
fluctuates. Now and then, I squint to 
find the solid white line along the frozen 
shoulder. A scruffy semi driver on a 
crawling, southbound trek gives me 
a nod. Finally, the familiar green sign 
reading “Eagle Grove 7 miles” appears 
through the fogged up windshield. The 
normally hour-long drive had turned into 
a two-hour-long expedition. After a few 
more sips from the thermos, I arrive to 
find 12 empty wire traps, each with a 
perfectly arranged stack of yellow corn. 
No pheasants today. “Patience is bitter 
but the fruit is sweet”-- Aristotle.  

Define naivety. In 2017, I pitched a 
research idea to my adviser: “Let’s 
catch wild pheasants, place GPS 
transmitters on them, and see what 
they do.” I trapped doves in south 
Texas during my master’s thesis 
research, how hard could it be to catch 
a pheasant? Up to that point, a majority 
of my conversations with Iowa farmers 
eventually shifted to the popular 
gamebird. Some folks summoned 
fond memories of Thanksgiving hunts 
with their dad and favorite family dog. 
Some folks bemoaned their decreasing 
abundance throughout the state. But 
farmers with prairie strips on their 
property took a different tone. It seemed 
that putting a small amount of prairie 
back on the landscape might increase 
pheasant numbers, at least locally. 

A few months later, I had a dozen 

GPS transmitters in hand. A careful 
rummaging through the literature on 
capture methods had given me the 
sincere confidence that I could pull 
it off. In Nebraska, they spotlighted 
roosting birds at night and jumped 
from bass boat chairs mounted to the 
front bumpers of 4-wheel drive pickups 

RESEARCH ARTICLES

A BIRD IN THE HAND 
ON THE IOWA TUNDRA
By Jordan Giese, Ph.D. student

A prairie strips farm in January in Wright County, Iowa.

RESEARCH ARTICLES
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(intense I know). In South Dakota, they 
baited birds into wire box traps or set 
up rocket nets in hayfields. With several 
methods to choose from. It was going to 
be easy pickings. 

Here it was – the first night of 
spotlighting. Fellow PhD student, Matt, 
and I recruited a couple undergraduate 
volunteers to run the nets while we 
searched for running birds in front of 
the truck. We were giddy. Success 
was at the doorstep. Three hours later. 
Nada. We had managed to flush a few 
birds from the ground but they either 
didn’t run or we couldn’t see them run. 
My solution was a light bar mounted to 
the roof of the truck. A few more tries. 
Still no cigar. In the next few attempts, 
we noticed that we were driving past 
pheasants only to have them flush 
behind the truck. They weren’t running 
at all. My confidence waned.

A good researcher has a plan B, 
C, and D. Eventually, a fresh layer of 
January snow provided the opportunity 
to deploy walk-in traps in hopes of luring 
hungry pheasants that could no longer 
reach the ground below them. We had 
used a similar trap design to catch 
doves and bobwhites in Texas. I made it 
taller with larger funnels and monitored 
pheasant response with game cameras. 
A month of driving, checking, shoveling, 
and re-baiting resulted in zero captures. 
And that concluded my first season of 
(not) pheasant trapping. My confidence 
plummeted. 

With my tail between my legs and 
my imposter syndrome at an all-time 
high, I limped into a summer devoted 
to other kinds of fieldwork. Still the 
winter pheasant failures loomed, 
complemented by the guilt of letting 
down an adviser who had invested faith 

and grant money in my fool’s errand. 

Back to the drawing board in year 
2. I threw out spotlighting. The dense, 
tallgrass prairie vegetation we were 
working in seemed to dissuade roosting 
pheasants from running. Instead, they 
waited until the last moment and 
flushed. This was the same reason I 
removed drift fences from consideration. 
I shifted back to the walk-in traps. The 
game cameras from year 1 had revealed 
that birds were interested in the corn 
bait but wouldn’t attempt to navigate 
the funnels to enter the traps. After a 
phone call with a researcher from South 
Dakota, I made the traps larger and the 
funnels longer, allowing for more space 
at the entrance. I would make my move 
after the first snow.

January 21st, 2019. A month or so of 
checking empty traps had gone by. I 
made the usual drive to the pilot study 
site in Wright County and parked the 
truck near a line of traps. The process 

RESEARCH ARTICLES
A walk in pheasant trap near a prairie strip.
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was robotic at this point. On this day, 
though, the slamming truck door was 
followed by a familiar sound…WINGS 
FLAPPING. I stomped across a snow-
packed waterway and through a 
prairie strip. The hen on the other side 
was probably calmer than me at that 
moment. As I pinned her to my hip and 
returned to the truck, the adrenaline 
flowed. After almost two years of 
preparation, planning, and frustration, I 
had a bird in the hand. 

Last winter we trapped pheasants 
at three study sites scattered around 
central Iowa. Sometimes I’m tempted 
to tally the amount of manpower 
required by each captured bird but then 
I think better of it. Whenever I think I 
understand pheasant behavior, they 
refresh my memory. The adjustments 
never stop. A field with 30 hens in 
it one night might not see another 
for two weeks. Some birds will walk 
into one funnel and out another in 30 
seconds and others will circle a trap 
for 30 minutes. A notepad and a set of 
binoculars ease my anxiety a bit these 
days. 

I’m entering the 4th and final year 
of the project now titled “Wintering 
Ring-necked Pheasant Movements and 
Habitat Use at Farms with Prairie Strips.” 
The icy February roads and hours of 
shoveling aren’t as painful as they used 
to be. The sometimes endless days of 
striking out make the successful ones 
even sweeter.

Jordan fitting a GPS collar on a pheasant hen.

RESEARCH ARTICLES
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I grew up in a state that was 
constantly in the news for one disaster 
after the next. Whether it was a massive 
hurricane, a growing hypoxic zone, or 
one of the biggest oil spills on record, 
it was difficult to ignore human impacts 
on the environment. One of my first jobs 
in research was as an hourly technician 
performing gut content analysis on fish 
that had been captured returning to the 
benthos of the Gulf of Mexico just after 
the hypoxic zone had subsided. While I 
enjoyed the research, I wanted to study 
the problem at its source. So, I left the 
habitable south and travelled 1,000 
miles north into the cold arctic tundra of 
central Iowa.

Across the state, oxbow lakes are 
being restored to intercept nutrients 
en route to the Mississippi River. Tile 
drainage is routed into the oxbows 
where nitrogen is taken up by various 
macrophytes and settled into the 
sediment. How effective is this 
approach? It is difficult to say for certain, 
but early experimentation suggests that 
about 50% of total nitrogen export could 
be reduced from targeted farmlands. 
Coupled with other restoration 
practices, this new approach has the 
potential to significantly reduce the 
Gulf of Mexico hypoxic zone. The only 
problem? Oxbow wetlands were already 
being restored to provide critical habitat 
for the federally endangered Topeka 
shiner, and additionally provided refuge 
to other fish, plants, and invertebrates. 

As part of a collaboration with the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, The 
Nature Conservancy, Iowa Soybean 
Association, and other organizations, 
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MULTIPURPOSE 
OXBOWS: SUCCESS 
STORY OR DOUBLE-
EDGED SWORD?
By Sam Leberg, M.S. student

Seining a non-tiled oxbow in 2019.

Collecting dissolved oxygen in an oxbow before ice-out.
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our lab group has set out to determine 
the ecological tradeoffs of multipurpose 
oxbows. Dylan Osterhaus and I along 
with our crew of technicians have 
intensively sampled 12 recently restored 
oxbows (6 tile-fed and 6 non-tiled) over 
the course of two summers and one 
winter. We have employed seine and 
fyke nets to assess fish populations, 
a modified stovepipe sampler for 
invertebrates, and a randomly placed 1 
m2 transect to document macrophyte 
cover. To leave no stone unturned, we 
also incorporated winter dissolved 
oxygen assessments into our study. 

Winter fish kills are possible in all 
northern lakes, and that chance only 
increases with increased nutrients and a 
shallower depth. 

So far, though we have only been able 
to make comparisons on the 2019 field 
data, we have not found any community 
differences between tile-fed and non-
tiled oxbows. If anything, our work has 
further indicated the success of oxbow 
restoration for the Topeka shiner. From 
2019 to 2020 we observed a tenfold 
increase in the population in our sites. 
After expanding our sampling, we also 
found two sites in the Boone watershed 
where the Topeka shiner had not been 
sampled in over 30 years. Though this 
seems to be cause for celebration, we 
cannot rush to that conclusion. The 
continued collection and analysis of 
our data will allow us to make the final 
determination on whether rerouting 
tile lines to these habitats is ultimately 
worthwhile.

A meeting with stakeholders at a tile-fed oxbow.

A male Topeka shiner in breeding condition.
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“Snorkeling the reefs” might sound 
like an activity more suited to a 
Caribbean vacation than a hazy Iowa 
afternoon. But next time you’re looking 
to spend some time in the water, look 
no further than our Iowa rivers!  

You will encounter tiny snails shaped 
like cones or sprinkles dotting the rocks, 
caddisfly larva peeking out from their 
masterfully built tube shelters, even vivid 
green freshwater sponges growing in 
crevasses. You’ll collect shell fragments 
colored in glistening yellows, greens, 
and purples. Flashy fish will follow you 
about. Pick up an old, hefty mussel shell 
and a crayfish will dart out, waving his 
little claws with bravado. Ospreys and 
bald eagles soar overhead, and a deer 
watches you silently from the shore. 
Friendly paddlers wave as they go by 

(while also staring a little incredulously).  
And yes, you may even find coral fossils! 

All of this vibrant river life is facilitated 
by freshwater mussels (phylum 
Mollusca: class Bivalvia: order Unionida; 
hereafter ‘mussels’). Where mussels 
gather in mussel beds, they stabilize 
the stream bottom and create shelter 
for small aquatic animals. The stabilized 
habitat allows aquatic plants to anchor 
themselves and grow. Mussels even 
help feed these organisms by filtering 
in suspended particles and nutrients 
and excreting processed nutrients in 
rich biodepositions in the substrate. 
Mussel beds become hotspots of 
biodiversity in freshwater, creating reefs 
teeming with life much like coral reefs in 
marine environments. Mussels can help 
organisms living outside their reefs too. 
Through filter feeding and sequestering 
nutrients and chemicals, mussels 
improve water clarity and quality. Even 
birds and terrestrial organisms, including 
humans, benefit from cleaner rivers and 
ponds! 

Unfortunately, these inland reefs are 
in peril. Over 70% of North American 
mussel species are threatened, 
endangered, or already extinct, and 
this trend is reflected globally, raising 
concerns for the future of freshwater 
ecosystems as a whole.  

Conservationists have spent the last 
several decades developing ways to 
help stem the loss of mussels. Dozens 
of mussel hatcheries have been opened 
throughout North America. Their goal 
is to bolster dwindling populations and 
reintroduce mussels where they have 
been extirpated. As a result, millions 
of mussels have been moved around 
and released in waterways across the 
continent. Researchers have been in 
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RESTORING IOWA’S 
‘CORAL REEFS’
By Katie Miller, M.S. student
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a race against time to help recover 
mussel populations before they fall 
below critical thresholds, which means 
many questions about mussel releases 
remain unanswered.  

To help answer a few of these 
questions, I am releasing three-ridge 
(Amblema plicata) mussels in four sites 
within the Cedar River watershed in 
North-east Iowa. During the process, I 
am collecting data to start to answer 

two basic questions:  1) What effects 
do mussel releases have on population 
genetics? And 2) What effects does the 
environment have on the success of 
mussel releases?  

To study the effects of mussel 
releases on population genetics I have 
gathered four sets of genetic samples: 
(1)the source population (where the 
parent mussels came from) (2) a local 
population found at a release site lower 
in the watershed (3) the produced 
juveniles before being raised in the 
hatchery (pre-hatchery juveniles)  and 
(4) the surviving juveniles a year later 
after being raised in the hatchery (post-
hatchery juveniles). These data sets 
can be shuffled and compared in a 
number of ways to see what happens 
genetically when mussels are produced 
in a hatchery and released into the 
wild. Practically, I am testing that the 
hundreds of juveniles we release are 
as genetically variable as the source 
population, so there are no future 
inbreeding effects due to releases. I 
am comparing the pre-hatchery and 
post-hatchery juveniles to make sure 
there is no selection happening in the 
hatchery environment, or in other words, 
to make sure the juveniles released are 
still adapted to surviving in their natural 
environment and not the hatchery.  I 

Conducting a mussel survey with Rachel Saxon.

Adult three-ridge found during a mussel survey.

Three-ridge juveniles being monitored.
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am comparing the source and local 
populations to make sure there is not 
too much genetic variation between the 
two, ensuring that releasing juveniles 
from one population won’t reduce local 
adaptations of the other population. 

To study how the environment affects 
the success of mussel releases, I have 
released juveniles in enclosures at 
four separate sites. We are regularly 
measuring growth and mortality of 
these juveniles. We are also measuring 
a variety of environmental variables: 
temperature, velocity, dissolved 
oxygen, pH, conductivity, turbidity, total 
phosphorus, total nitrogen, ammonium, 
nitrate, chlorophyll a, and suspended 
solids. The growth and environmental 
variables will be correlated and 
compared between sites. Understanding 
how some or all of these variables 
affect released juveniles can help direct 
future release efforts so that resources 
can be focused on sites where mussels 
are most likely to succeed.

By understanding more about these 
questions, restoration efforts can make 

more of a difference with every dollar 
spent. That means more mussels, 
more stream bottom covered by lovely 
freshwater reefs, more invertebrates 
leading to more fish feeding, and more 
naturally filtered and cleaned fresh 
water!

Tracking released juveniles with PIT tags.
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Tucked away in the middle of an 
endless expanse of corn is a small 
wetland. Wetlands like this are 
unknown to most people, yet are 
disproportionately important for 
breeding ducks in North America. These 
“pothole” wetlands were left behind by 
receding glaciers over 10,000 years ago 
in what is now called the Prairie Pothole 
Region (hereafter PPR). In any given year, 
depending on spring wetland conditions, 
the PPR sustains upwards of 50-80% of 
the breeding duck population in North 
America. This is why this ecoregion is 
colloquially called the “duck factory of 
North America.” 

Prairie pothole wetlands historically 
covered upwards of 20 percent of 
the PPR by land area and wetland 
densities exceeded 40 basins per 
square kilometer in some areas. 
However, the PPR has lost a large 
percentage of wetlands due to drainage 
and subsequent land conversion for 
agricultural practices and urbanization. 
Some estimates indicate that over 95 
percent of wetlands had been lost or 

degraded in Iowa before the 1980s. 
Despite extensive modifications, the 
PPR still contains critically important 
habitat for breeding waterfowl and has 
been the central focus of waterfowl 
research for decades. 

Most previous waterfowl research that 
has been conducted in the PPR focused 
on waterfowl productivity attributes 
prior to the brood stage, including, 
but not limited to, meso-predator 
removal, patch size dynamics, and nest 
success. The ability to produce ducks 
is best accomplished by assessing the 
capacity of these landscapes to support 
broods and brood survival is one of the 
most important vital rates influencing 
population growth rates, yet few studies 
exist that focus explicitly on broods and 
brood use of wetlands in the PPR.

My project aims to fill this void by 
assessing what impacts occupancy by 
broods at the wetland and landscape-
scales in the PPR. In order to accomplish 
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BROODS: MORE THAN 
JUST BABY DUCKS!
By Blake Mitchell, M.S. student

Sampling location with Surface Activity Trap (SAT) and fish 
trap.

Breeding range of most North American ducks.
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this, we conducted brood surveys with 
a quadcopter drone equipped with a 
thermal-imaging and visual camera. 
We quickly realized that drones are a 
game changer for brood surveys, in that 
we increased detection probabilities 
from < 0.30 to nearly a perfect 1.0. 
This now gives us the ability to more 
accurately estimate brood abundance 
and productivity at the landscape-
scale across the entire PPR. In addition 

to brood surveys, we also sampled 
wetlands to assess aquatic invertebrate 
forage, planktivorous fish densities, 
vegetation communities, and water 
chemistry. 

Preliminary findings suggest that 
occupancy rates are higher in wetlands 
with more aquatic invertebrate biomass. 
Additionally, at the landscape-scale, we 
observed higher predicted occupancy 
rates in areas with more perennial 
vegetative cover inside 2km and in areas 
with a greater proportion of wetlands 
inside 2km. This suggests that nesting 
hens (and their broods) are selecting for 
areas with lots of grass and high wetland 
densities. Understanding the relationship 
between habitat quality and vital rates 
can inform effective conservation, and 
in order for management efforts to be 
successful, more emphasis should be 
placed upon improving vital rates when 
it is most critical during the breeding 
season.

Collected aquatic invertebrate sample.

Submersed Aquatic Vegetation (SAV) sample.

Flying the drone in search of duck broods. Inset photo is a 
brood captured with thermal-imaging camera.
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The term “forest disturbance” refers 
to any agent (e.g., insect, wind, fire, 
or disease) that causes substantial 
change to the structure and function of 
forest ecosystems. Impacts often range 
from slow to rapid and acute/episodic 
to chronic.  Among biotic and abiotic 
forest disturbance agents, many forest 
insects rise to the notorious level of 
major disturbance agents. These include 
exotic species such as the gypsy moth 
(Lymantria dispar dispar) defoliator that 
affects mainly oak species (Quercus 
spp.) and the tree-girdling emerald ash 
borer (Agrilus planipennis).  We also 
have many endemic forest-disturbing 
insects, such as the western pine bark 
beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae), 
forest tent caterpillar (Malacosoma 
disstria) defoliator (aspen host [Populus 
spp]), and eastern spruce budworm 
(Choristoneura fumiferana) defoliator 
(balsam fir [Abies spp.] and spruce 
[Picea spp.] host). Each of these insects 
is responsible for affecting millions of 
hectares of forest during outbreak years, 
with a combined cost of over $50 million 
annually.

Among these forest insects, the 
mode of infestation leading to decline or 
death varies substantially. Bark beetles 
attack a tree’s cambium layer (i.e., living 
part of inner bark that connects leaves 
to roots) by feeding on these tissues 
and constructing egg galleries.  This 
process introduces harmful fungi that 
eventually interrupts the movement of 
nutrients and water within the tree, which 
affects the tree growth and often causes 
mortality within a few years of attacks.  
Conversely, defoliators focus on and 

consume the photosynthetic engines 
of their host trees (leaves and/or buds), 
which affects host tree growth rates – if 
they survive — for many years following 
an outbreak. Such is the case with the 
endemic eastern spruce budworm (SBW) 
that Dr. Wolter and I are studying in 
association with the U.S. Forest Service 
and the Canadian Forest Service.  The 
SBW is a major forest disturbance agent 
in the U.S. and Canada that dines on 
spruce-fir forests from Minnesota and 
Manitoba to Maine and New Brunswick. 

 
While the SBW is an endemic species, 

increases in the frequency, duration, and 
severity of SBW outbreaks over the last 
100 years is a vexing issue for forest 
managers.  Observed changes in SBW 
outbreak dynamics reflect a combination 
of clear-cut management and past fire 
suppression policies of the 20th century, 
which served to catalyze rapid spread 
of fire intolerant, highly shade tolerant fir 
forests.  Moreover, research suggests 
that climate change trends will only 
exacerbate SBW dynamics. So this is the 
rub and the focus of my research: how 
can we change the current trajectory 
of SBW dynamics across the U.S. and 
Canada?

Recent research3 has shown that 
altering the quantity and pattern of SBW 
host forest on a landscape directly 
affects the cyclicity, duration, and 
severity of outbreaks.  Hence, if we 
can map SBW host and associated 
disturbance on a landscape via satellite 
sensors, such as Landsat, we can then 
use that information in a spatio-temporal 
modeling framework to run thousands 
of forest management scenarios in the 
hunt for a salient set of management 
strategies that can mitigate these novel 
SBW cycle dynamics back to “normal” 
levels.  However, what separates 
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SPACE
By Bina Thapa, Ph.D. candidate
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SBW from broadleaf defoliators is that 
disturbance is especially difficult to see 
from space; taking between 5 and 10 
years of continuous defoliation to cause 
mortality2 . The crux of the problem is 
that conifer defoliators (needle eaters) 
feed primarily on new, current-year 
foliage leaving second and third-year 
needles virtually untouched, which 
confounds the spectral response seen 
from space. Conversely, broadleaved 
defoliators feed on all foliage, which 
produces a distinct signature that is 
easily visible from space. 

As of October 2020, I have finished 
mapping SBW host and non-host forest 
species within our Minnesota-Ontario 
study landscape, known as the Border 
Lakes Ecoregion (BLE), for two periods:  
ca. 1985 and ca. 20055 (Figure 2).  I am 
currently working on multi-temporal, 
winter image analyses to better 
detect SBW disturbance (no annoying 
hardwood leaves to worry about).  I 
analyzed numerous Landsat images to 
detect changes linked to known SBW 
outbreaks. However, strong relationships 
between reflectance and levels of 
SBW disturbance remain elusive.  We 
believe major issues underpinning the 
SBW defoliation detection snag is from 
burgeoning understory regeneration 

during and after SBW outbreaks (Figure 
3).  Thinking that this problem is unique 
to SBW, we applied and tested our 
mapping approach on a simpler conifer 
defoliator, the jack pine budworm (JPBW, 
Choristoneura pinus pinus), which neither 
has understory conifer regeneration nor 
greater than two-year needle retention.  
So far, we have found Landsat data 
from winter seasons provides good 
correlations with JPBW defoliation 
ground data.   Therefore, we now know 
that SBW disturbance detection via 
optical satellite sensors is, indeed, 
unique and tenacious!

At present, we are working with 
our Canadian colleagues in order to 
better calibrate spatio-temporal SBW 
disturbance dynamic models (LANDIS-
II4).  While still under development, 
LANDIS-II integrates tri-trophic 
interaction of host species, SBW and 
natural enemies (e.g. birds that eat SBW 
caterpillars) at the landscape level.  In 
coming weeks, once the LANDIS-II 
calibration is refined, we hope to run 
different forest management scenarios 
to finally crack the SBW disturbance 
dynamics nut in North America and 
restore these forests to their natural 
form and function.
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of SBW host (balsam fir, white spruce and black spruce) for ca.1985 and ca.2005. 
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Figure 1. Unifying graph of SBW outbreak modeling. Landsat data and FIA data are used to map species (green color), 
while Landsat data with field data and aerial survey data are used to detect the change induced by spruce budworm 
(brown color). The change in both maps (species change and change detection) create SBW disturbance map. Species 
maps and disturbance map will use to initialize and calibrate LANDIS-II model.
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Figure 3. Spruce budworm defoliation process within a year (top) and over the years (bottom) in mixed forests. Insect 
pictures on the top shows the process of discoloration of tree during feeding season is a result of webbing, trapping of 
chewed needles and desiccation. 
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You’re out relaxing in a boat on your 
favorite waterbody during a serene 
afternoon in late summer. There hasn’t 
been a cloud in the sky or a puff of 
wind all day, and the smooth, reflective 
surface of the water seemingly begs to 
be disturbed by the bow of your vessel. 
As you start your motor to begin your 
return to shore, the water around you 
comes to life and boils with dozens of 
flying fish! Now, these are not the cute, 
ocean-dwelling flying fish you’re thinking 
of either. These are Silver Carp – large, 
invasive brutes that frequently clock in 
at well-over 30 lbs, and have a terrible 
habit of leaping several feet out of the 
water when disturbed. Their tendency 
to congregate in large schools makes 
this habit even more hazardous, as being 
struck by even one of these flying carp 
can easily cause injury. As someone 
who has spent ample time boating in 
Silver Carp-infested waters, you can 
take it from me – you DON’T want to be 
anywhere near a school of these flying 
fish when something sets them off.

Apart from their hazardous habit of 
hitting boaters, Silver Carp, and their 
close relative the Bighead Carp, pose 
serious ecological threats to our native 
species. Bighead Carp are very similar 
in appearance to Silver Carp, although 
they can be much larger, reaching 
sizes in excess of 100 lbs! Despite 
being some of the largest fish that you 
may encounter, their diets consist of 
microscopic plankton, making them 
competitors with some of our native fish 
species that eat those same planktonic 
resources. Studies have documented 
the negative effects of this competitive 
relationship on our native planktivorous 
fishes, which is concerning in its own 
right. However, declining populations 
of non-planktivorous sportfishes are 
occurring in these invaded areas as well. 
Although most sportfish species don’t 
rely on large quantities of plankton as 
adults, nearly all of our native fishes 
begin life as planktivorous larvae, 
allowing for potential competition 
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FLYING FISH: A 
PUBLIC HEALTH AND 
ECOSYSTEM HAZARD
By Nathan Tillotson, M.S. student

Technician holding examples of Bighead Carp (left) and 
Silver Carp (Right).

Bracing for impact before being hit by jumping Silver Carp 
in the Upper Mississippi River.
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between these invasive carp and 
all of our native fish species at the 
larval stage. As of yet, nobody has 
investigated the presence or potential 
effects of this competitive relationship 
on our native larval fishes, which is why 
I set out to shed some light on those 
questions with my thesis research.

The “invasion front” for Silver and 
Bighead Carp in the Upper Mississippi 
River (UMR) is on the southeastern 
border of Iowa, which means that they 
are in the process of colonizing new 
areas of the Mississippi River and its 
tributaries as their populations expand 
northward. The presence of Lock and 
Dam 19 at Keokuk, IA further slows 
the upstream spread of Silver and 
Bighead Carp, as fish can only travel 
upstream of this barrier by “locking 
through” during routine navigational river 
traffic. This invasion front provides a 
gradient of abundance of these invasive 
planktivores, which allows us to study 
the dynamics of both larval fish and 
plankton across the Silver and Bighead 
Carp gradient on a relatively small 
spatial scale.

 
The main driver of mortality for 

freshwater fish larvae is thought to be 
predation, and having fast growth is a 
great way for larvae to avoid being eaten 
by gape-limited predators. Similarly, fish 
larvae need adequate quantities and 
taxa of plankton at certain life-stages in 
order to avoid starvation. The specific 
goals of this study are to determine the 
effects of Silver and Bighead Carp on (1) 
the abundance and biomass of various 
plankton taxa, (2) the growth rates of 
native fish larva, and (3) prey selection 
of our native fish larvae. 

To accomplish these goals, we 
collected both larval fish and plankton 
from several sites on several occasions 

in 2017 and 2018 along the invasion 
front to see how varying abundances 
of Silver and Bighead Carp affect 
larval fish and plankton. However, 
environmental factors other than Silver 
and Bighead Carp abundance likely 
play a role in describing larval fish and 
plankton dynamics, and we accounted 
for these by collecting data on relevant 
environmental parameters in conjunction 
with our typical sampling. 

Preliminary results suggest that the 
presence of Silver and Bighead Carp 
significantly constrain the abundance 
and biomass of certain plankton taxa 
that may be important for larval fish, 
and that fish larvae may now be relying 
on aquatic macroinvertebrates at much 
earlier life stages than previously 
documented. Furthermore, the relative 
abundance of Silver and Bighead Carp 
and water temperature were the most 
important metrics describing larval fish 
growth and size-at-age in the UMR. 
While water temperature was positively 
related to larval fish size-at-age, Silver 
and Bighead Carp abundance were 
negatively associated with larval fish 
growth rates. 

If we are better able to understand 
the nuanced ways in which invasive 
species alter our native ecosystems, we 
will be much better suited to mitigate 

Deploying net for larval fish collection.
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their unwanted effects through evolving 
management practices. There is still 
much to be learned about the ways 
in which these invasive planktivores 
affect our native fishes, but this 
research provides valuable insight into 
mechanisms that may be constraining 
early-life growth and recruitment of 
some of these taxa.

Larval Freshwater Drum (~8 mm) collected from the Upper 
Mississippi River.
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In the Fall semester of 2020, the 
Natural Resources Ecology and 
Management (NREM) department began 
a new diversity, equity, and inclusion 
initiative called NREM Reads. This 
initiative was a community-wide common 
read program, centered around The 
Home Place: Memoirs of a Colored 
Man’s Love Affair with Nature by Dr. Drew 
Lanham, a Clemson University professor, 
wildlife ecologist, poet, author, and black 
birder. A small group of NREM students 
participated in a discussion-based 
seminar that dove deeply into the pages 
of The Home Place and Dr. Lanham’s 
personal stories and experiences 
therein. We discussed the importance 
of inclusion and diversity, racial equity, 
environmental justice, within the natural 
resource discipline and conservation 
as a whole. In an effort to spark these 
conversations outside of the seminar, 
each student created an engagement 
project to involve others across the 
NREM department and to promote the 
Errington Lecture given by Dr. Lanham on 
October 22, 2020. 

Dr. Lanham’s presentation titled 
“Coloring the Conservation Conversation” 
garnered over 200 attendees and 
was incredibly impactful. Dr. Lanham 
spoke to the current struggles we 
face as conservationists, recognizing 
our connection to nature, and being 

stewards to the land and to each other. 
He emphasized  his mantra: “same air, 
same water, same soil, same Earth, same 
fate”.  In order to reflect on our own 
relationships with our homes and nature, 
several of the engagement projects 
asked the NREM community to read an 
excerpt from The Home Place and/or 
think about Dr. Lanham’s lecture.

 
The majority of Dr. Lanham’s book, 

including the title, revolves around the 
idea of a “Home Place”. We each have 
a Home Place somewhere; we resonate 
with it in a way no one else does. Our 
sense of place is often deeply rooted 
and tied to our identity. The NREM 
community was invited to submit written 
pieces about their own Home Place. 
Participants were asked to think about 
what components they remember most 
about their Home Place growing up and 
why. What moments, events, people, 
emotions, memories, and imagery stick 
out the most? How would they define and 
describe their Home Place? How does 
their Home Place interact with nature and 
their feelings toward nature? 

Below are the submissions received 
describing Home Places and nature. We 
welcome you to read these thoughtful 
submissions and to reflect on your own 
Home Place. 
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A DAY IN MY HOME 
PLACE
By Ellen Audia

The sound of coffee being ground pulls me 
out of the deepest sleep.

And I hear the percolator begin to groan.
I try to stretch in the warm cocoon of my 
childhood bed, but my legs are trapped.
I look down to see two black labs taking up 
most of the bed, and give them each a kiss.

Morning sun shines through the south fac-
ing window, warming my face and luring me 
outside.

I walk down the stairs and into the sun lit 
kitchen to grab the freshly brewed coffee.

The back deck is buzzing with neighbor-
hood sounds, bees, and morning birdsong.

My mother is watering her garden.
With my coffee, I sit and watch the northern 
Michigan day begin.

Later, after hours of reading and cooking 
and helping in the garden I decide to hike.

With the dogs in the back seat of the car, I 
drive along Lake Michigan to the state park.

I blast my favorite music from the speakers 
and roll the windows down.

The warm air whips against my face and 
messes my hair - I don’t care.

Soon smells of baking pine needles and 
sandy beaches fill my nose.
We are getting close, and the dogs can 
sense it.

We hike through white-pine forests to the 
top of my favorite dune.

I sit and gaze at the waves washing ashore, 
not really thinking of anything.
The dogs are exploring, smelling, they nev-
er go too far.

Down the dune I walk without shoes.
My feet burn under the white-hot sand, the 
cold lake seems miles away.

Finally, my hot feet sizzle like wet embers 
as I walk into the clear, frigid lake.
It takes my breath away.

I spend hours playing in the waves until my 
finger tips resemble raisins and my stom-
ach grumbles.

The dogs are tired too.

After dinner, I walk into the yard with a hop-
py beer in hand.

A fire is roaring, and my dad brings out the 
marshmallows for roasting 
My sister and brother follow close behind.

The sweet smoky smell mixes with scents 
of the large woodlot at the edge of the 
yard.

As the sun sets, bats fly overhead eating 
the mosquitos and mayflies.
We tell stories, reminisce, and make plans 
for the rest of the summer.

Clean, cool air fills our lungs as we yawn - 
the night is winding down. 

I look up at the pitch-black sky, sprinkled 
with stars and realize how small I am.

As I nestle into bed I am filled with grati-
tude.

How did I get so lucky?

To have a family, to have clean air and wa-
ter, to have a home place.
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NATURE AND MY 
HOME PLACE
By Ellen Audia

Nature is a powerful, peaceful chaos 
where I can go to reflect on how small I 
am, how small my problems are, and how 
much I have to be grateful for. Nature is a 
place where I can go to think about noth-
ing, where I can just feel.
In my home place, nature is sand dunes 
and grasses that precede a wild and 
unforgiving ocean-sized lake. It is hills 
of maples, birches, and oaks that are 
orange and red in crisp fall air. It is hikes 
through northern forests that smell of 
pine needles baking in the summer sun. 
It is camping in the upper peninsula, 
where the sound of coyotes howling and 
waves washing ashore lull me to sleep. 
It is feeling the bitter cold blizzard whip 
against my face, turning my cheeks rosy, 

as I shovel the driveway. It is a backyard 
bonfire, with bats flying overhead eat-
ing mosquitos, two black labs begging 
for s’mores, and a sun setting over Lake 
Michigan once again. 

My Home Place: On top of a Dune at 
Petoskey State Park, Petoskey, MI.
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MY GREEN HOUSE
By Emma Bravard

Green house
Purple door
Red bud tree
Mighty oak
Soft milkweed
Bright yellow sundials

Low coo of an owl in the early morning
Melody of a meadowlark as the sun 
peeks above the horizon
The sound of a rusty gate issuing from a 
pheasant
Warning chirps of a red-winged blackbird 
protecting its own home place
Howls of the coyotes under the moon-
light
The steady gaze of a doe before the flash 
of a white tail
Rustle of cottonwood leaves as the wind 
brushes gently through
Crackle of fire burning prairie plants for a 
new cycle of growth

My green house was a greenhouse
Where ideas, beliefs, and values were 
planted
Where love was felt and laughter rang

Where tears were shed and sprouted 
new growth
Where arguments were settled by em-
bracing one another
Where meals were made and shared 
together

In a greenhouse
Growth is protected from natural forces 
Beyond the flimsy walls that only light 
can penetrate

Here, roots are sprouted
But outside is where stalks become 
strong
Where resiliency is tested

I grew in the green house
But I continue to cultivate outside of its 
structure
I appreciate the start I was given
And hold space for where I am headed
I listen to different stories and believe 
them
While acknowledging the privilege of my 
own

When I return to my green house
Now and again
I remember who I was
And flourish in who I have become
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THE HOME PLACE
By Derek Franklin

Was the term Papa 
used for the tract of property his house 
and barn sat on,
passed down from Coffman to Coffman 
since 1868.
But now there are no more male heirs
—the name “Coffman” is not long for this 
Home Place.

These Coffmans had varying degrees
of business acumen
and alcohol tolerances;
several of them liked to hit the sauce.
My great-grandmother accepted a chal-
lenge on her wedding day, 
“you’ll never raise a Coffman who ain’t a 
drunk.”
What had been one of the wealthiest 
families 
in the Show-Me State 
in 1850
had shrunk to a sliver
of about 280 acres,
one quarter river bottoms 
and the rest hilly pasture and woods,
by 1950.

The property lines of the Home Place are 
odd
and nonsensical,
the lines and corners shown to me,
by Papa and an uncle,
my mother’s father and brother.
Two figures who look startlingly alike--
balding broad-shouldered, 5’9”
but rarely saw eye to eye.
They both saw a farmer in the mirror
but neither made their money that way.

The Home Place is distinguished from 
“Candy’s”
a neighboring section of property
repurchased by Papa 
65ish years after a drunk great uncle lost 
it.
At the time of repurchase
a tenant named Jim Candy lived in an old 
house on the property.
This ground has been called “Candy’s” 
ever since.
Was this a Home Place to someone else?
When Papa died
my uncle got the Home Place
Mom got Candy’s.

Upon inheritance
my uncle remodeled the house
cut down all of the trees that adorned the 
hillside
then built a large pond and a small lake 
on either side 
of the barn
which was retrofitted to store logging 
equipment.
Mom did nothing—Mr. Candy’s house 
remains largely unchanged.
The Home Place is hardly recognizable
but it’s the Home Place.

The Home Place. Candy’s.
What other names have these hills, 
woods, and fields 
gone by?
To whom will they
do they 
belong?

Not I
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NATURE IS MY HOME 
PLACE
By Bree Marmur

My Home Place can be found in the 
sweet breeze that blows through my 
window, or in the soft sunlight that filters 
through the tree leaves outside. I can find 
my Home Place sitting next to a mountain 
lake in Rocky Mountain National Park, or 
just the same, sitting next to the pond be-
hind my apartment. My Home Place exists 
on simple walks around my neighborhood 
or on long hikes through woods. I seek 
out my Home Place like I seek out blue-
bells every spring. I find my Home Place 
there in those little blue flowers blanket-
ing the woods, but I also find my Home 
Place in the impatiens and petunias that 
grace my patio and the dandelions that 
cover the lawn.
 

I have moved seven times in the past 
eleven years, with many more moves to 
come. I may not have many roots at this 
stage in my life, but still, I am far from 
rootless. I can go back to my roots or 
find new roots, wherever I go. Nature is 
always all around me. And Nature is my 
Home Place.
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NATURE
By Anna Reindel

For me Nature is the place where I am 
in my element. Nature is my safe place. 
When I am out in nature, I feel free. Free 
to be myself without being judged. I love 
the feeling of being out in nature. Na-
ture gives me a sense of belonging and 
it makes me feel at peace with myself. 
When I am out in nature, I feel like all 
the weight has been lifted and I am final-
ly able to feel free. Nature is my home 
place.
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UNE CHICKADEE DANS 
L’IMMENSITÉ DE TAIGA
By Lidia Skrynnikova

Miles and miles of forests,
Rivers, marshes and fields,
No ‘No Trespassing’ signs ever in sight,
For the wildlands cannot belong to any-
one.
 
For the land belongs to 
wild things and people, 
No one and everyone
At the same time.
 
In a place called home
You can walk forever to the

                                   White Sea,
You can walk forever to the
                                   Black Sea,
Crossing Europe and Asia,
Et ne trouvant pas de fin...
 
In a place called home
You can place a sunflower seed on your 
hand,
And wait for a chickadee, 
With its tiny scratchy feet, 
To land on your palm.
 
The landing is brief, 
But the memory is lasting.
 
Her touch is so light and surreal.
Elle m’a trop fait confiance :)
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SENSES OF HOME
By Tiffanie Stone

Nature is diverse. Whether prairie or 
desert it is a place where plants, animals, 
bacteria, and fungi have evolved to call 
home. It is outside of four walls and out-
sides my control. Nature is the sound of 
running water with the sun on my face. 
Nature is the little toad in long grass and 
a tree in sunset.
 
My homeplace was at the edge of city 
and suburb, where dandelions were in-
variably removed from monoculture lawns 
in the spring. It had a large ash tree in 
the front yard, not yet taken by the em-
erald ash borer, with a rope for climbing.  
I would bring my book and spend after-
noons in the branches listening to the 
birds, the wind in the leaves, my brothers 
playing, and the sound of cars down my 

dead-end block. At the end of my block 
was a paved walking path under large 
buzzing powerlines. After several street 
crossing and a steep hill, the path ended 
at a lake lined with large house on three 
sides. My side had a small sandy beach 
and a pier where I could watch the sun-
fish play. 
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We, as your Field Notes editors, strive 
to create an inclusive and representative 
magazine. That is why we are happy to 
announce that we are retiring the name 
of our “Field Work Fails” and “Field Work 
Wins” sections and renaming the sec-
tions “Research Gone Wrong” and “Re-

search Gone Right”. We realized that our  
“Field Work Fails/Wins” sections inher-
ently left out important members of our 
community who’s research doesn’t in-
volve field work. Research in NREM takes 
many forms, from field work to computer 
modeling and coding to lab work. We 
want to be sure we hear from all mem-
bers of our NREM community in our publi-
cation.

A NOTE FROM THE 
EDITORS:

GONE WRONG GONE WRONG
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RESEARCH ‘FAIL’
By Jade Allen

It was a beautiful day measuring 
streambed erosion pins in Onion Creek. 
While deep in the brush searching for 
a pin, little did I know that burrs large 

and small were attaching everywhere 
throughout my long hair. Initially, I was 
worried I’d have to cut them out. Luckily, 
a ton of olive oil and conditioner softened 
them enough to be brushed out! I have 
learned my lesson; I am no different than 
a deer from the burrs’ perspective.

A SERIES OF MUSSEL 
MISFORTUNES
By Katie Miller

I am conducting a freshwater mussel 
reintroduction, relying on Minnesota DNR 
for my mussel supply. We successfully 
obtained mussel juveniles in May of 2019, 
but a hard-knock life awaited them. One 
hatchery misfortune after another ended 
up killing off one entire species (render-
ing months of genetics lab work point-
less!) and almost a third of the second 
species. Needless to say, we anxiously 
awaited the day when we could finally 
get the remaining mussels into their natu-
ral river habitats.

Finally, the juveniles reached a size at 
which they could be moved into protec-
tive enclosures in their destined rivers. 
But it was spring of 2020, and 2020 had 
other ideas. Coronavirus held the juve-
niles hostage in the Minnesota hatchery 
until the latter half of July. That’s when 
MN DNR was released for field work, and 
the juveniles were finally freed to taste 
their maiden watershed again! The crew 
and I headed out early for the Minnesota 
border, where the mussel hand-off would 
take place. The juveniles were obtained 
and released without a hitch at sites one 
and two; we felt like proud parents drop-
ping our children off at college for the 
first time. By site three, we were all tired 
from hauling heavy concrete enclosures 
up and down stream beds, but we were 
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getting in the rhythm. That is, until we got 
back to the car and a completely flat tire. 
Nuts. The loose rocky road, essentially a 
trail designed for farm vehicles to ford the 
river, did not lend itself well to jacking up 
the field vehicle. Eventually the tire was 
changed (luckily with a full-sized spare!), 
and we were on our way.

We still had a two-hour drive to the 
final site, and then the final two-hour drive 
home. I pulled into a gas station on the 
way to check tire pressure, just to be 
safe. Tire one, check. Tire two, check. 
That strange whistling sound is just the air 
compressor, right? Tire three….
That’s when I hear an “Uhh…. Katie?”
I went back to tire two, and it was losing 
air, fast. The entire valve had blown off 
of the rim, and pretty soon the tire was 
even flatter than our first flat tire, not an 
hour earlier. Unfortunately, the field vehi-
cle was not supplied with two full sized 
spares. By now it was evening. Local tire 
shops were closed. We still had over fifty 
juvenile mussels in the car, using up pre-
cious oxygen while waiting to go to their 
new homes. It would be dark in a few 
short hours. But we are biologists! The 
field work must go on!

Luckily, we had a second car with 
us, thanks to COVID precautions. We 
grabbed the gear, grabbed the mussels, 
and piled in. I still had the tow truck num-
ber in my phone from the previous week 
when a different field vehicle gave up on 
me during a mussel survey (but that’s 
another story…), so it was quick work get-
ting the abandoned vehicle taken care of. 
We ended up releasing all of the juveniles 
that day, measuring the last of them by 
headlamp. When we rolled up to campus 
around 11:30 pm that night we were ex-
hausted but victorious!

GONE WRONG GONE WRONG
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SOMEBODY CALLED 
THE SHERIFF
By Dylan Osterhaus

At a site in western Iowa, one of our 
technicians locked his keys in his field ve-
hicle while we were taking a lunch break. 
We notified our contact for the site that 
a vehicle would be left overnight at the 
site and we would be coming back the 
next morning with a spare key and would 
retrieve the vehicle then. Early the next 
morning as we were preparing to leave 

Ames, we got a call from the NREM Ad-
ministrative Specialist Casey Constable 
who, in a concerned voice, asked “Are all 
of your technicians with you? And are they 
all safe?”. As it turns out, someone out for 
a drive in the country had found our vehi-
cle with the keys locked in it and out of 
concern for whoever was supposed to be 
in that vehicle, called the sheriff who then 
contacted NREM. Casey then, fearing the 
worst, quickly called us and we were able 
to dispel any fears of a field technician 
wandering off into the corn. 
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During my first field season, I asked a 
landowner for permission to drive across 
a pasture in order to shorten the distance 
we would have to haul gear into the site. 
He gave us the green light and off we 
went. However, he had forgotten to men-
tion that in the process of restoring the 

oxbow that was now our site, an excava-
tor had been stuck sideways across the 
pasture, creating a pair of two-foot deep 
ruts which were now covered with grass-
es. Our Chevy 2500 quickly found these 
hidden obstacles and came to rest on the 
frame with the front tires in the ruts, but 
not touching the ground. Luckily, the land-
owner noticed the truck sitting at a weird 
angle and not moving, he put two and two 
together, and quickly came out in a trac-
tor to pull us out of the hole.

FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE 
WON’T SAVE YOU
By Dylan Osterhaus

GONE WRONG GONE WRONG

GONE WRONG GONE WRONG
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RAIN JACKETS KEEP 
THE RAIN AWAY
By Dylan Osterhaus

During the first two weeks of our first 
field season, we were rained on in the 
field on five of the ten days. Therefore, 
we purchased rain jackets and throughout 
the remaining three months of that field 

season, and the four months of our next 
field season, we were never rained on 
once! Those are some pretty good rain 
jackets!

GONE RIGHT GONE RIGHT
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FIELD WORK WIN 2020
By Marty Simonson

Have you ever run out of gas on the 
side of the road? If so, you may not think 
this story qualifies as a win, but you’ll 
see that it took some quick thinking and 
improvisation when we ran out of gas in 
the ISU truck towing our research boat. 
We had to pull over about 5 miles short 
of a gas station just north of Jewell, IA. 
We had an empty gas can in the bed of 
the truck, so we used the fuel line on 
the boat to get a couple of gallons into 
the can and then the truck. However, the 
truck was parked on an angle so it was 
not quite enough gas to get us running, 
and we killed the truck battery trying to 
get the truck started again. By this time, 
a county sheriff had arrived and offered 
to give one of us a ride to the gas station 
and back, but they could not give us a 
jump. We had a set of tools and a bat-

tery in the boat, so our next logical step 
was to replace the truck battery with one 
from the boat. While I rode in the back of 
a police car to get gas, my co-workers 
switched batteries. This proved to take 
a bit longer than expected, but we got 
it done and in about an hour we had the 
truck running and got back to Ames safe-
ly. Now, I don’t let the truck get below a 
quarter tank of gas!
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Ben Johnson completed his M.S. in 
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology in 
the spring of 2020, co-advised by Dr. 
Robert Klaver and Dr. Cassandra Nuñez. 
His research focused on how human 
activity affected bighorn sheep in Glacier 
National Park in Montana. He utilized 
both behavioral observations of animals 
and surveys of human recreationists to 
highlight both sides of these human-
wildlife interactions. Ben is in the midst 
of applying to PhD programs to continue 
exploring his passion for animal behavior. 
Currently, he is employed as an adjunct 
instructor at Drake University in Des 
Moines. He teaches the Animal Behavior 
course for the Biology and Psychology 
departments. Creating a course from 
scratch and being an autonomous 
instructor has been a very different 
experience than being a graduate 

teaching assistant, but it has been highly 
rewarding and engaging. Ben especially 
enjoys seeing his own students become 
excited about various topics in animal 
behavior.

WHERE ARE THEY NOW

Ben Johnson
Ecology/Evolutionary Biology

BEN

Brett Kelly completed his M.S. in 
Fisheries Biology with Dr. Michael Weber 
in Summer 2020. His research at ISU 
was focused on investigating the spatial 
distribution and ecological relationships 
of stream fishes in northeastern 
Iowa’s Driftless Area ecoregion. After 
graduating, Brett moved to Lewiston, 
Idaho to begin working for Pacific States 
Marine Fisheries Commission and the 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game on 
steelhead (anadromous Oncorhynchus 
mykiss) habitat monitoring and restoration 
within the Potlatch River basin. During 
his free time, Brett enjoys exploring his 
new Ida-home with either a fly rod or a 
mountain bike. 

Brett Kelly
Fisheries Biology

BRETT
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Rachel Ruden completed her Ph.D. in 
wildlife ecology in the spring of 2020. 
Advised by Dr. Jim Adelman, she studied 
the causes and consequences of disease 
tolerance and characterized variation in 
disease phenotypes, using house finch 
eye disease as a model. Rachel started 
as the first wildlife veterinarian for the 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources 
in July of 2019, responding to morbidity 
and mortality events and leaning in to the 
challenges of managing Chronic Wasting 
Disease. She also has an affiliate position 
at ISU’s College of Veterinary Medicine.
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Rachel Ruden
Wildlife Ecology

RACHEL

Robert Weber completed his M.S. in 
fisheries biology in July 2020. Under the 
supervision of Dr. Michael Weber, his 
research involved using radio telemetry 
to evaluate behavior and survival of 
stocked juvenile Muskellunge and 
Walleye. Additionally, he sought to 
determine the relative effects of various 
factors regulating adult Muskellunge and 
Walleye populations in Iowa reservoirs, 
with a focus on dam escapement. After 
defending his thesis, Robert began a 
position as a senior research support 
specialist with the Thousand Islands 
Biological Station on the upper St. 
Lawrence River. His current position 
involves coordinating efforts focused on 
studying the nearshore fish community 
via various sampling methods, aiding in 
propagation of Muskellunge and Northern 
Pike, and evaluating the effectiveness of 

FEMRF enhancement sites along the St. 
Lawrence River. Aside from this and some 
other job duties, Robert is enjoying his 
time on the water targeting a variety of 
species.

Robert Weber
Fisheries Biology

ROBERT
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Ben West defended his thesis at the 
end of May 2020 and graduated in the 
summer of 2020 with an M.S. in Wildlife 
Ecology with a Statistics Minor. In June 
2020 he started working remotely as 
an independent quantitative ecology 
contractor in support of the USGS 
Columbia Ecological Research Center. His 
current project focuses on modeling the 
potential effects of oil spills on migratory 
waterfowl as they pertain to mortality and 
movement. Despite his generally avian 
inclinations, he also assists with literature 
review and behavioral experiments 
related to grass carp. Ben will be starting 
a Ph.D. in Ecology in the fall of 2021 at 
SUNY ESF in Syracuse, New York working 
on a project modeling the relationships 
between weather and waterfowl 

migration in Kansas. Once COVID is under 
control, expect a return of the infamous 
“Ben the Bird” to a karaoke bar near you!
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Ben West
Wildlife Ecology

BEN

Lewis Wiechmann completed his 
M.S. in Forestry with Dr. Miranda T. 
Curzon in the Fall of 2020. His research 
at Iowa State investigated community 
composition and future adaptability of 
naturally regenerated tree seedlings 
5 years after implementation of the 
Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change 
study on the Cutfoot Experimental 
Forest in Northern Minnesota. Upon 
degree completion, Lewis started a new 
position at Iowa State in the Silviculture 
and Applied Forest Ecology Lab as 
an Assistant Scientist. In this role he 
continues his research on community 
composition in northern Minnesota 
as well as supporting other ongoing 
projects in the lab such as  assisting with 
the planning and implementation of an 

Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change 
study site in the Driftless region of Iowa, 
Minnesota and Wisconsin.

Lewis Wiechmann
Forestry

LEWIS
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On August 10, 2020 from 
approximately 11:00 AM – 12:30 PM much 
of central Iowa was raked by the 100-140 
mph winds of the derecho (Spanish word 
meaning straight or straight-line).  The 
last derecho to pound the Midwest was 
the July 4, 1999 storm in Minnesota’s 
BWCA wilderness that flattened 
500,000 acres of forest.  Iowa’s derecho 
was equally devastating to property, 
forests, and corn, especially in the 

Cedar Rapids region shown below via 
the European Space Agency’s Sentinel-
2A satellite sensor.  The left side shows 
raw, before and after false color-infrared 
composites of Cedar Rapids, IA.  Note 
the very green, forested, subdivisions in 
the southwest and southeast portions 
of the before image and the absence of 
that green color afterward.  The upper 
right image shows the raw before-after 
change image, where dark to medium 
gray depicts low damage and brighter 
tones represent increasing damage, 
which are color-coded in the lower right 
panel.

DERECHO
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Moving 10 miles to the east, the image above clearly shows both heavy forest and 
crop (mostly corn) damage. 
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LANDSCAPE

WINNER: Kyle Olivencia, ‘Day in the Office’

WINNER: Katie Fernald, ‘Oak Arches’
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WINNER: Kelsey Smith, ‘Lupine Sunrise’
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WINNER: Katie Miller, ‘Kawishiwi’
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Tanner Bonham, ‘Clear Water’
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Tanner Bonham, ‘Camp Sunset’

Tanner Bonham, ‘Camp Sunset’

Tanner Bonham, ‘Beaver Pond’

Kyle Olivencia, ‘American Eel Escalator’ Katie Miller, ‘Scary Clouds’
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Katie Fernald, ‘Misty Morning in Arcada’
Katie Fernald, ‘Sap Today’

Katie Miller, ‘Boundary Waters Fire’

Katie Fernald, ‘Sunset in Maine’
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Bree Marmur, ‘Blanketed’
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Jordan Giese, ‘The Sun Rises Over the Gulf 

of Mexico’

Jade Allen, ‘Ledges State Park’

Jordan Giese, ‘Brown Pelicans’

Jade Allen, ‘The Sky Offering Forgiveness 

Post-derecho’

Emily Grausgruber, ‘Unnamed’
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ANIMALS

WINNER: Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Sage Thrasher’

WINNER: Katie Fernald, ‘Bee Breakfast’
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WINNER: Katie Fernald, ‘One of These Things is Not Like the Others’

WINNER: Dana Schweitzer, ‘A Barred Owl Keeps Watch’
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Tanner Bonham, ‘Unnamed’

Tanner Bonham, ‘Frog Foot’
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Tanner Bonham, ‘Dam Snake’

Tanner Bonham, ‘Cool Spider’

Kyle Olivencia, ‘Common Beauty’
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Katie Miller, ‘Three Ridge’
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Katie Miller, ‘Measuring Baby Day’

Katie Miller, ‘Froggy Friend’

Katie Miller, ‘Crayfish in Mussel Silo’
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Katie Miller, ‘Babies Two Months After 

Release’
Katie Miller, ‘Angry Crayfish’
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Katie Fernald, ‘Rocky Raccoon’

Katie Fernald, ‘On My Way’
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Katie Fernald, ‘The Only Stick With Eyeballs’

Katie Fernald, ‘Black Swallowtail’
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Jordan Giese, ‘Trap in Grundy County’

Emily Grausgruber, ‘Brown Trout Salmo Trutta’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Yellow-rumped Warbler’
Katie Miller, ‘Elliot at the pits’
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Dylan Osterhaus, ‘White-tail Deer Fawn in 

Soybeans’

PHOTO CONTEST: ANIMALS

PHOTO CONTEST: ANIMALS

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Western Kingbird’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Virginia Rail’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Townsend’s Solitaire’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Silver-Spotted Skipper’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Sandhill Cranes’
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Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Rose-Breasted Grosbeak’

PHOTO CONTEST: ANIMALS

PHOTO CONTEST: ANIMALS

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘House Wren’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Green Heron’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Gray Comma’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Eastern Chipmunk’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Curve-Billed Thrasher’
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Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Canyon Wren’

PHOTO CONTEST: ANIMALS

PHOTO CONTEST: ANIMALS

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Bewick’s Wren’

Cathy McMullen, ‘A Fledgling Grasshopper 

Sparrow’

Bree Marmur, ‘I Swear I Didn’t Do It’

Bree Marmur, ‘That’s a Strange Dog’

Bree Marmur, ‘Symmetry’
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PLANTS

WINNER: Bree Marmur, ‘Bluebells’

WINNER: Kelsey Smith, ‘Indian Paintbrush’

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS74



WINNER: Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Creeping Thistle’

WINNER: Katie Fernald, ‘In The Presence of Giants’

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS75



Tammy Porter, ‘A Tree’s Last Breath’

Katie Fernald, ‘Trout Lily’

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS

Katie Fernald, ‘The Fantastic Mr. Phlox’

Katie Fernald, ‘Hepatica Triplets’
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Katie Fernald, ‘Bloodroot’

Katie Fernald, ‘Where’s The Fungi’

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS

Jordan Giese, ‘An Experimental High 

Diversity Prairie Planting’

Dylan Osterhaus, ‘Orange Day-Lily’

Bree Marmur, ‘Morning at Ada Hayden’
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Bree Marmur, ‘A Stump Sprout’

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS

PHOTO CONTEST: PLANTS

Bree Marmur, ‘A Study In Yellow at Ada Hayden’
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PEOPLE

WINNER: Bree Marmur, ‘Scars at Lake Red Rock’

WINNER: Katie Fernald, ‘Sunset Philospher’

PHOTO CONTEST: PEOPLE

PHOTO CONTEST: PEOPLE79



WINNER: Emily Grausgruber, ‘A Moment of Zen’

WINNER: Bree Marmur, ‘Mines of Spain’

PHOTO CONTEST: PEOPLE

PHOTO CONTEST: PEOPLE80



Tanner Bonham, ‘Pebble Count Jewelry’

Tanner Bonham, ‘Camp Sunset’

PHOTO CONTEST: PEOPLE

PHOTO CONTEST: PEOPLE

Katie Miller, ‘Quad Data’

Jordan Giese, ‘Pheasant Traps in Sub-Zero 

Temperatures’

Bree Marmur, ‘You Coming?’
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ABOUT THE EDITORS
Bree Marmur has served as the 

editor-in-chief of Field Notes for 3 
years because she enjoys helping this 
wonderful publication come to life so 
much. Bree is a PhD student studying 
urban stormwater in Dr. Thompson’s 
UNREAL lab. When not in the field or at 
the computer, Bree spends her free time 
knitting or playing with her rescue dog, 
Doc.

Bree Marmur

BREE

Katie Fernald is a first year Field Notes 
editor. Katie is an MS student in Forestry 
researching the impacts on forest birds 
of removing invasive honeysuckle from 
Iowa forests. In her spare time, she 
enjoys playing ultimate (frisbee), birding, 
painting, and serenading her cat, Felix.

Katie Fernald

KATIE
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ABOUT THE EDITORS
Dylan Osterhaus is serving in his first 

year as an editor of Field Notes. Dylan 
is a MS student studying the Topeka 
Shiner, an endangered species of 
minnow endemic to the Great Plains, and 
how the restoration of critical habitat 
for the species may be improved. Dylan 
enjoys spending time camping, hiking, 
birding, and enjoying the beauty of the 
outdoors in general.

Dylan Osterhaus

DYLAN

Tiffanie Stone is a first year 
Field Notes editor. Tiffanie is a PhD 
student researching the Des Moines 
metropolitan foodshed from a 
biophysical (life cycle assessment) and 
social (equity) lens. Her work includes 
modeling a future scenario where 
50% of food for the metro is produced 
locally within the metro as part of Dr. 
Thompson’s UNREAL lab. Tiffanie’s free 
time during COVID-19 was spent reading 
science non-fiction, exploring Ames 
parks, gardening, and hanging with her Tiffanie Stone

TIFFANIE
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ABOUT THE EDITORS

Talia Torpy is serving her first year as 
the magazine designer. Talia is a graphic 
design student at Iowa State University. 
She begins graduate school in August 
for a masters in human-computer 
interaction. Talia is from West Des 
Moines, Iowa. In her free time she likes 
to workout, hang out with her friends 
and spend time with her 9 year old cat 
named Kitty.

Talia Torpy

TALIA
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